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Studley Parish Council 
Planning Committee meeting  

5th September 2022, 7pm  

Council chamber, Studley Village Hall 
 

Committee members present :  
Cllr Andrew Rainbow, Chairman;  

Cllr Mike Osborne, Cllr Chris Britt, Cllr Colin Summers, Cllr Andrew 

Clarke (attendance via Zoom) 

 

Members not present:   

 Cllr Brian Dixon   

In attendance      
Liza Rose - Admin Officer, Gill Lungley – Clerk/RFO 

 

Min #P50 Agenda item 1 –Chairman’s Welcome 
Cllr Andrew Rainbow welcomed all to the meeting. 

Min #P51 Agenda item 2 - Apologies 

None 

Min #P52 Agenda item 3 - Declarations of Interest 
Not required 

Min #P53 Agenda item 4 - Grant of dispensation following DPI / ORI declaration 

Not required 

Min #P54 Agenda item 5 - Public Forum 

 

None 

Min #P55 Agenda item 6 – To agree minutes of the previous meeting 

It was AGREED to approve the minutes of the planning committee meeting 
held 09/05/2022 and they were signed by the Chairman. 
 

Min #P56 Agenda item 7 - To receive consultations from the Planning Authority, 
Stratford District Council 
Members commented as follows: 
 

A Ref - 22/02091/FUL 

Proposed Two storey side extension and single storey rear extension. 

At :     9 Holt Gardens, Studley, B80 7NU 

SPC comment 
No representation. 

 

B Ref - 22/02000/FUL 

Proposed Conversion of existing garages to living accommodation and proposed single storey link 
extension to main dwelling. 

At :      85 Alcester Road, Studley, B80 7NJ 

SPC comment 
No representation. 
 

COMMITTEE MINUTES REMAIN DRAFT UNTIL APPROVED 

AT THE FOLLOWING COMMITTEE MEETING 

https://apps.stratford.gov.uk/eplanning/AppDetail.aspx?appkey=R3669APMMGW00
https://apps.stratford.gov.uk/eplanning/AppDetail.aspx?appkey=R3FWC9PMH2V00
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 A planning application was received which was not listed on the agenda but 
required comment by 7th September 2022. 
Members commented as follows: 

C Ref - 22/02244/FUL 

Proposed Conversion of existing barns into residential development comprising 5no. dwelling 
houses, with associated works including demolition. 

At :      Holt Farm Alcester Road, Studley, B80 7PD 

SPC comment 
No representation. 
 
 

 

 
Min #P57 

 
Agenda item 8 – To note decisions made to previous consultations by the 
Planning Authority, SDC. 
The following list was shared: 

Reference No: 21/02827/FUL 

Date of Decision: 23rd August 2022 
Permission with conditions  

Location:                        The Old Granary, 2 Hardwick Lane,Studley, 
B80 7AE 

Proposal:                       Conversion of existing stable building to  
single residential dwelling. 

 

Min #P58 
Agenda item 9 – To respond to the S. Warwickshire Local Plan consultation 
on settlement design (pgs 3-9) 

 
It was agreed that members would submit comments to the Clerk by Friday 6th 
September for submission onto the survey. 

Min #P59 Date and time of the next Planning Committee meeting 

 To be advised 

Meeting closed : 8:00pm 
 

 

 

 

Signed …………………………..……………………………….            Date……………………........… 

 

  

https://apps.stratford.gov.uk/eplanning/AppDetail.aspx?appkey=R3FWC9PMH2V00
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AGENDA ITEM 9 

Email received from the SWLP Team, 01/08/2022 

Presented to Studley Parish Council meeting 16/08/2022 

Dear Town/Parish Council/Ward Member 

 

We need you! 

 

We have prepared some analysis of settlements across South Warwickshire, which will form part of 

the evidence base for strategy options in the forthcoming ‘Issues and Options’ consultation paper for 

the South Warwickshire Local Plan (SWLP). A settlement in your parish or ward forms part of this 

study, which we call ‘Settlement Design Analysis’.  We would like to harness your local knowledge of 

your town or village to identify any omissions or errors in the analysis, and ensure that the factual 

information within it is accurate.  Details of how to do this, with a link to an online survey are set out 

later in this email.  Where more than one settlement in the study falls within your parish or ward, 

you will receive an email and survey for each individual settlement. 

 

What is the settlement design analysis? 

In summary, the ‘Settlement Design Analysis’ seeks to draw together and present factual infor-

mation on the existing situation in each settlement.  These include: 
1. Physical connectivity within the town or village – identifying and categorising streets and routes 

within and travelling out from the settlement.  The purpose of this is to consider the opportunities 

and constraints to walking and cycling within the settlement (travel to other settlements and places is 

beyond the scope of this study).   

2. Landforms – this links to physical connectivity, insofar as areas which have potential to flood, or sig-

nificant gradients have potential to impact ability to navigate these locations on foot or by bike. 

3. Density ranges within different areas of the town or village – a high level analysis of the density 

ranges within the settlement. 

The analysis is taken a step further in the document, whereby the implications of the findings from 

the above are assessed in the context of any potential growth directions around the periphery of the 

town or village.  This results in a grade for each edge, the detailed methodology for which is set out 

in an attachment to this email. 

 

How have the settlements been selected for analysis? 

The Scoping Consultation document published in 2021, identified 7 different high level growth op-

tions, which illustrated different potential strategies for distributing growth.  For example, one fo-

cussed on rail corridors, and another on the main urban areas (towns) etc.  Settlements in this study 

have been mostly selected because they fall within two or more of these high-level scenarios. 

Please note the inclusion of any settlement in this analysis does not mean that it will definitely form 

part of any preferred option for the distribution of growth.  This work forms part of the evidence 

gathering for the SWLP, and will inform options set out in the forthcoming Issues and Options, along-

side a host of other evidence. 

 

Limitations of the Settlement Design Analysis 

The Settlement Design Analysis does not: 

• Imply that any included settlement will definitely form part of any or all of the emerging spatial op-

tions in the ‘Issues and Options’ consultation this autumn.  Similarly, the absence of any settlement 

from this analysis at this stage does not necessarily mean it will not have a role in any of the potential 

spatial options.   

• Define where growth around any settlement would or would not occur if the settlement were to form 

part of the spatial strategy – as highlighted below, other significant policy considerations, and oppor-

tunities and constraints are yet to be factored in on top, as well as potential availability and delivera-

bility of land. 

https://www.southwarwickshire.org.uk/doc/210268/name/J25287%20South%20Warwickshire%20Local%20Plan%202021%20WEB.pdf
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• Take account of any current policy designations such as the green belt – it is designed as a consistent, 

factually based analysis of the current physical environs in the ways outlined above. 

• Take account of any sites submitted through the Call for Sites, or known through other means; such 

as existing allocations, or current or historic planning applications.   This process is deliberately sepa-

rate, taking a ‘bottom up’ approach. 

 

How you can help 

A series of 3 maps and an analysis table are attached to this email. These have been prepared for the 

settlement in your parish or ward as part of our wider study. The questions below seek to utilise 

your local knowledge and are also set out in the survey.  The methodology attached to this email 

may assist in responding to these questions: 
1) Connectivity Map: Looking at the ‘Settlement Structure’ map of your settlement, have we captured 

all the routes and categorised them correctly (categories defined in the methodology)? Please mark 

any missing or potentially wrongly categorised routes on the map.  For example, are any local foot-

paths missing? 

2) Landforms Map: Have we captured all of the most notable landform information in respect of your 

settlement?  If some are omitted, can you identify them on the map? 

3) Edge Analysis Table (also indicated on the Connectivity Map): Based on any factual corrections sug-

gested to the ‘settlement structure map’, or the ‘landforms map’ are there any edges that you think 

officers should re-evaluate?  In addition, are there any that you think are not consistent with the 

methodology?  Please highlight these on the table or provide the references for each edge to which 

this applies, and state the reason for re-evaluation of the edge. 

4) Density Map: Do you broadly agree that the density ranges indicated reflect the prevailing character 

of different areas of your settlement?  If not, can you explain why not, and indicate which areas you 

think ought to be re-evaluated? 

Complete the survey 

The survey link here  allows you to respond to the above questions based upon the attached maps 

and table.  The easiest way to identify and corrections is likely to be annotating the attached maps, 

and uploading them within the survey. The survey will allow you to do this.   

 

Please complete the survey by Friday 9th September, to enable us to review and amend the analysis 

as appropriate prior to publication as part of the evidence base alongside the forthcoming ‘Issues 

and Options’ consultation.   

 

If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact us. 

 

Kind Regards, 

 

The SWLP team  

 

Related documents (click the link): 

Studley Density 

Studley Landforms 

Studley Connectivity 

Studley Connectivity Table 

  

https://online1.snapsurveys.com/SettlementAnalysisSurvey
https://www.dropbox.com/s/7sa8kyqvqjxcdug/Studley%20Density.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ygb4x5maub6iux1/Studley%20Landforms.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/3562z0y8l72xxvu/Studley%20Connectivity.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/hu5uwodgyigos8l/Studley%20Connectivity%20Table.pdf?dl=0
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Methodology 

This document sets out the methodology for how we have prepared the maps and analysis of each 

settlement in the study.  This information may be helpful in answering the questions in the survey. 

Connectivity Analysis methodology 

The table below sets the stages that have been followed in producing the ‘Connectivity map’. The 4th 

step sets out how routes have been defined and categorised, and corresponds directly to the map 

we would like your input on. 

 What? How? Why? 

1 Review his-
toric maps  

Collect any available historic maps – 
preferably a series of 3. 
 
Identify the key routes on the historic 
maps. 
 
 

To get an impression of how the 
settlement has evolved over 
time. 
 
Historic routes (pre- motor vehi-
cle routes) are often direct and 
very well-connected routes.  
They often converge on the 
town/settlement centre and run 
to the edge of the settlement 
and beyond.  Review of the his-
toric maps will inform ‘Route 
Structure Analysis’ in step 4 be-
low.  

2 Green and 
blue corridors 

• Identify rivers, and canals which 
run through the settlement on a 
map (colour blue) 

• Identify significant public green 
spaces on a map (colour green) 

These have potential to act as a 
connector, as well as playing a 
role in leisure activities. Water 
based travel may provide alter-
native connections, and a num-
ber of non-motorised modes of 
travel can be afforded 
through/alongside these corri-
dors.  They should therefore be 
considered as connectors. 

3 Railway lines • Identify any rail lines running 
through or immediately adja-
cent to the settlement. 

• Identify any passenger stations 
within or immediately adjacent 
to the settlement 

Railways are key connecting 
transport infrastructure.  The 
presence of a passenger station 
indicates connectivity beyond the 
settlement being studied. 
However, a railway line can cre-
ate a severance effect in the 
wider movement network of the 
settlement itself. 

4 Route struc-
ture analysis 

On a map of the settlement identify the 
following using the colour coding below: 
 
Multi-modal routes 
 

o Strategic long-distance high-
ways – these routes travel long 
distances, and typically cater for 
motor vehicles only.  For exam-
ple, a motorway or a major A 
road. 

This method is a modified version 
of the system developed by Karl 
Kropf at the Urban Morphology 
Unit, University of Birmingham.  
It will result in a simple visual 
map of each settlement, which 
will make it easy to identify how 
permeable the settlement is gen-
erally (i.e. how ‘joined up’ or 
‘connected’ its street network is, 
within the settlement overall, 
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o Primary streets – these are usu-
ally identifiable from the historic 
maps.  They are multifunctional 
streets which radiate from the 
settlement centre, and often 
continue to the settlement edge 
and beyond.   

o Thoroughfares – these are mul-
timodal routes which connect at 
each end to different routes.  
They are commonly found in 
grid street networks, both regu-
lar and irregular, but not exclu-
sively.  The key point is that they 
link different routes together to 
allow movement through the 
settlement or part thereof. 

o Loop – a multimodal route 
which is connected at both ends 
to the same route. 

o Cul de sac – a multimodal street 
which is connected to another 
street at only one end. 

 
Non-motorised routes 
 

o Cycle only routes  
o Bridleways 
o Footpath connections 

and within different areas 
thereof). Greater permeability 
can bring the following benefits: 
 

o Modal choice – joined up 
routes are generally bet-
ter for non-motorised 
travel. 

o Generally, better con-
nected streets are likely 
to have more people us-
ing them, which in turn 
can present opportuni-
ties for greater social and 
economic interaction. 

 
 
 

 

Landforms mapping - methodology 

This mapped information has been gathered through a combination of desk-based (GIS) analysis and 

visits to the settlements.  Key elements recorded for all settlements: 

What? How? Why? 

Notable gradients in and 
around the settlements. 

Predominantly observed 
on site visits. 

Significant gradients have potential to 
impact ability and/or likelihood of us-
ing active modes of travel for some 
trips. 

Areas at risk of flooding Utilise ‘flood zone data’ 
within GIS 

Areas at risk of flood have the poten-
tial to impact movement and route 
options. 

Green infrastructure Identify large areas of 
green infrastructure 

Identify potential expansion/connec-
tion of green infrastructure 

 

In addition to the above, any other obvious physical constraints observed by officers on their visits 

may be recorded where they are relevant/potentially relevant to movement within the settlements 

and immediately around the edge thereof.  

The above landforms are plotted on a single map.  

Edge Connectivity Grade Analysis - methodology 
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Based on the ‘connectivity’ map and the ‘landforms map’ above, further analysis of the relative con-

nectivity of the ‘edges’ of each settlement has been analysed and graded, using the methodology set 

out below. 

 

Table 4 – Edge connectivity grade analysis 

 What? How? Why? 

1 Divide settlement 
into ‘edge seg-
ments’ for further 
detailed considera-
tion.  Each ‘edge’ 
should be assigned 
a reference. 

Upon a copy of the ‘connectivity’ 
map produced in ‘part A’, identify 
segments (with edges adjacent to 
the settlement) between routes 
radiating out from the settlement.  
In some instances, the definition 
of the segments will be subject to 
officer judgement.  The number of 
edge segments will vary depend-
ing upon the scale and complexity 
of the settlement. 

Dividing the settlement in this 
way enables the identification of 
the opportunities and constraints 
to potential integration of any 
strategic (or non-strategic) 
growth in any direction from the 
edge of the settlement. 

2 Assess each edge 
against the agreed 
matrix (see below), 
to conclude a ‘con-
nectivity grade’  

See matrix below, to be applied to 
each ‘edge’.  This is recorded with 
the table, with each ‘grade’ corre-
sponding to a colour, loosely on a 
traffic light basis.   

The assessment is based on how 
easily new development could 
connect into the local street net-
work and green infrastructure 
network, plus what barriers there 
might be and how easily they 
might be overcome. 

3 Record the ‘connec-
tivity grade’ using 
the appropriate cor-
responding colour 
for each edge on a 
map. 

Mark on the map in the corre-
sponding colour. 

To provide a visual summary of 
the findings – green edges being 
those with the best connectivity 
potential, and red being those 
with the least connectivity poten-
tial. 

 

Each ‘edge’ defined on the map produced from the above (please refer to the ‘Connectivity Map’), is 

then assessed against the criteria in table 5 below.  This is designed to compare the relative opportu-

nities and constraints for connectivity on each edge.  A separate table for each settlement will iden-

tify the conclusions of the assessments around each edge. 

In many instances, edges may not neatly fit concisely within a single grade as defined in the table be-

low.  Where this is the case; and edges fall across more than one category; officer judgement has 

been applied to identify a ‘best fit’. 

Table 5 – criteria for assessing ‘edges’ to create a connectivity grade 

Area / segment refer-
ence Numeric reference. Can add brief description / direction if desired. 

No. brown routes Numeric. Any nuance or context into "barriers" or "comments" as appropriate. 

No. red routes Numeric. Any nuance or context into "barriers" or "comments" as appropriate. 

Active links 

Free text - give brief details including whether these are existing or potential. This re-
fers to active travel links along or through pieces of green / blue infrastructure, and / 
or other active links such as urban non-traffic paths. 

Barriers Free text - give brief details 

Comments Free text 
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Connectivity Grade 

Drop down list. Where an area has aspects of multiple grades, a judgement call will be 
needed on the best fit. 
Graded for connectivity only. Any other pertinent issues (e.g. landscape character) can 
be noted in "comments", but will be considered as a separate exercise. 
The following connectivity grade criteria are assessed in the order presented, with 
greater weight given to earlier points within each description 

A (best potential for 
connectivity) 

- no significant barriers 
Connects to: 
- at least one brown route, and at least one red route (needs one of each colour) 
- existing active link e.g. via green / blue infrastructure or other active links 
- no significant barriers 

B 

- any barriers are negligible or easily overcome 
Connects to: 
- at least one brown route or at least one red route (ideally two in total); if there is 
only one, the other aspects in this category have to be strong 
- existing or potential active link e.g. via green / blue infrastructure or other active 
links 

C 

- barriers may be overcome, but not easily 
Connects to: 
- one brown or red route 
- potential for connecting existing cul-de-sacs or loops into new red route 
- active links (e.g. via green / blue infrastructure or other active links) are possible but 
not easy 

D 

- significant barriers which would be difficult to overcome 
Connects to: 
- green route, loops or cul-de-sacs only, with limited or no potential to connect these 
into new red route 
- limited or no potential active links e.g. via green / blue infrastructure or other active 
links 

E (least potential for 
connectivity) 

- significant barriers which would be difficult or impossible to overcome 
Connects to: 
- green route or cul-de-sacs only, with no potential to extend these into new red route 
- no potential active links e.g. via green / blue infrastructure or other active links 

 

Each ‘edge’ is marked with the appropriate colour for its grade. 

Density mapping 

4.24 The National Model Design Code (p13-14) sets out a suggested approach to ‘coding’ areas of 

existing places.  Density is an important element of this, and something considered to be beneficial 

in consideration of potential growth of any existing settlement. Using the maps referred to in the 

other elements of analysis above, map-based and site visit information is compiled to identify areas 

of settlements within different density ranges.  The defined density ranges and colour coding set out 

in the National Model Design Code, has been adopted and applied to each settlement (see below 

copied from the National Model Design Code). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1009793/NMDC_Part_1_The_Coding_Process.pdf
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National Model Design Code density ranges  

 

A density map has been produced.  This is based on the observed prevailing character of different 

areas of the settlements within ranges outlined in the National Model Design Code.  The precise 

densities have not been calculated. 

 

For information - Comments from Coun Neil Edden: 

Studley Density: 

Areas to the South of Green Lane/West of Redditch Road (row of houses opposite those already 

marked as rural settlement and Traveller site) and triangle that was formerly the Griffin Pub (now 

houses) should be shown as rural settlement as all are built our developments with planning permis-

sion. 

Studley Landforms: 

All of the fields to the East of the Alcester Road should be marked as Green Infrastructure (area de-

noted “The Park” and South to and including Holt Farm area). 

SS&SC fields, School playing field and Recreation Ground next to the village hall should all be marked 

as Green Infrastructure. 

Fields to the East of Birmingham Road/High Street (Rear of Aldi and The Priory) should be marked as 

Green Infrastructure, including the field that fronts The Priory. 

I believe that there could be some water connectivity from Littlebrook Farm (Birmingham Road) 

through to the Redditch Road – that could be one for Cllr Dixon to confirm, but the name suggests 

there could be a brook (maybe even a little one!). 
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Studley Connectivity: 

No comments to make other than to seek confirmation that dotted lines on the underlying OS map 

are public footpaths (I’m 99.9% sure that’s the case), but it seems odd that they aren’t clearly de-

noted on the maps as a coloured reference (I think that they should be as they present a very differ-

ent view of the village once they’re shown clearly). 

 


